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Tn the previous note (Ghosh 1973) the equations of connection were obtained as
+  ••• (1 )
... (2)
whore
P \ .  =  i ( r \ v + r \y ) ,
I  l l y --
liv K r\v -rx ^ v ).
The 80 connection coefficients f  ^ y^ symmetric m ji,v  are restricted by the
conditions
px^ i^  =  f  (fi not summed) ... (3)
ar PX
From eq. (1 ) wo obtain
=  P \ , - 8 ‘"’F u V \ , .
By substituting eq. (4) in eq, (2) we have
V \ , - ( 8 ^ , - F , ,8 '“Fu) V \ ,
Denoting
8 ^ , - F , , 8 '‘^ F^, by U,,
and noting eq, (5) is expressed as
(4)
(5)
where
. . .  (6)
■ /^iv»+-^vcoi+-f’c(»v =  0. ... (7)
Roforring to the field equations proposed in the preTiotis note (Ghosh 1973) we 
have to incorporate the set of auxiliary equations farther
F V  =  0. P V  =  ^« log (-!/)*• -  (8)
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We hare now the system of eqs. (6) and (8) to determine F’e while the P's are 
given by eq. (4).
Let us apply the above formulae to the ease of a special non<Byiumetrio tensor 
field symmetric components ySn, 8 2 3 , 5,j, /S44 and the anti-symmetric
components F^, F22, P32, P«, where all the components are functions of four 
variables Vi, Vg, Vg, v^ . In the non-symmetric field theory of Einstein this case 
has been tackled in a more complicated way to obtain the solution of non-symmetric 
r’s (Ghosh 1955).
We first note that the surviving components of in eq. (6) are
-  S ,, (1 -C ^C ,%  U22 =  8 2 2  (1 - C 2^C2%
U,2  = S22 (1 -G 2*0,»). =  8 2 2  {I-C 2W2*),
whore denoios F\JS\x-
(9)
From eq. (3) one gets =  0, (jii, not summed). Using the above we n^w 
frame from eq, (6) the following set of equations
J'lvi =  U2,Vn\
F  2v2 =
Rest of the equations appear as follows
-^ 123 ™ ^11  ^ 23^“  ^22 ^ 18^ » 
-^ 231 =f ^22^31^“™ ^33^21^
4
-^ 3V8 — ^38^v8*»
F^ 4V4
(1 0 )
124
■^241 =  f^ 22l^ 41^ "“ 4^4l^ 21"»
^134- f/uF34^-C^83Fi4* 
J ’3 4 l-C ^ 3 a V “ C^44nA 
i^ 234 -  C^ 22l^ 34^ -'C^ 33Fa4“ 
i^ 342 -  i/a3l^ 42 -^C^44l^32 -^
( 11)
To solve for P 's we have now the system of eq, (4)
p  A _  A „  p  A UU  ^HU ‘
P 1 — ,Q IV 4fiv — ^^ 4  ^liV ? P  ^=1 S  3 — r 7  3 F  2■» /IV ■^'/iv ^2  ^*iV >
p 2 _  q 2y 3 P  4 ^  ,0 4 _ ^  4T/ 1
■^/iw ^^/iV "  H V  > u v  "  *^/iV *  f i v  ’
(12)
I t  appears that in general four of the F's remain undetermined, so also four of 
the P 's corresponding to them.
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